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ABSTRACT 

The natural history of infection by the hepatitis B virus (HBV) depends on many 
factors, including the age and immunological status of the patient, and can range 
from acute transient infection to subclinical chronic hepatitis. Persistent infection 
often leads to the development of primary hepatocellular carcinoma. We consider a 
cellular model of HBV infection based on the hypothesis that the liver contains two 
populations of cells with contrasting responses to the virus. Our findings show that 
the model can be used to account for the wide variety of clinical manifestations of 
infection and can explain the observed age dependence of the main different 
outcomes of the disease. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The outcome of infection with the hepatitis B virus (HBV) can vary 
considerably from individual to individual [29, 32, 341. Complete recov- 
ery may follow subclinical infection, acute clinical hepatitis, or fulmi- 
nant hepatitis. If the virus is not cleared, persistent infection sets in, 
which may result in chronic persistent hepatitis, chronic active hepatitis, 
postnecrotic cirrhosis, and, in some cases, the development of primary 
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hepatocellular carcinoma (PHC). The importance of HBV as a disease 
stems not just from the extent of its incidence, estimated at more than 
300 million carriers worldwide, but also from its known role as a 
carcinogen, with some 25-50% of carriers being likely to develop PHC 
[2]. Among the questions that must be considered in the study of this 
disease are why there are such varied manifestations of infection and 
what the role of the virus is in the pathogenesis of PHC. In 1982, 
London and Blumberg [20] put forward a model intended to address 
such questions as these, and in the current paper we present an analysis 
of the age-dependent dynamics of a mathematical formulation of their 
model. 

The most usual observed result of infection in adults is acute hepati- 
tis followed by recovery and subsequent immunity, although the detec- 
tion of antibodies against the surface antigen of HBV in people with no 
history of acute disease suggests that subclinical transient infection may 
also be common. Fulminant hepatitis is a rare but potentially fatal 
condition [lo]. The duration of the incubation period before acute 
hepatitis can range from 4 weeks to 6 months, averaging around 2-3 
months [21]. If the viral antigen has not been cleared from the blood 
within 6 months, the disease is likely to persist and the patient will 
become a chronic carrier. This is a frequent result of infection in 
infants, can often occur in children, but is rare among those infected as 
adults [g]. Although persistent infection can follow an acute course, it is 
more usually asymptomatic, with patients sometimes even being un- 
aware that they are carrying the virus. The chronic case can lead to 
several outcomes, including chronic persistent hepatitis, chronic active 
hepatitis, cirrhosis of the liver, and PHC [2, 9, 351. PHC does not usually 
develop until 30-50 years after infection. 

The viral surface antigen, HBsAg [12, 131, is made up of “small,” 
“medium,” and “large” proteins derived from the host cell and not only 
occurs as part of the virus but is also found in small spheres and 
filaments of 22-nm radius (compared to 42 nm for the actual viral 
particle). These 22-nm HBsAg particles are produced in great abun- 
dance and appear to be noninfectious. The viral nucleocapsid is made 
up of two core antigens, termed HBeAg and HBcAg, and contains the 
double-stranded DNA and DNA polymerase. The genome consists of 
four open reading frames [33] that encode for the envelope protein, the 
nucleocapsid proteins, the DNA polymerase, and the HBx protein-a 
protein that appears to regulate the expression of other viral genes [ZSI. 
Kim et al. [I81 have shown that the HBx gene is associated with the 
development of liver cancer in transgenic mice, one of a range of 
animals that are prone to infection by various hepatitis-like viruses 
known as hepadnaviruses [23, 26, 301. In a recent paper, KekulC et al. 
[17] also pointed to the role of the HBx gene in tumor promotion. 
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It is widely assumed that replication of the virus is only weakly 
cytopathic toward the host cell, this assumption being based on the 
observation that active viral replication can sometimes coincide with an 
asymptomatic condition, as is common in the early stages of chronic 
hepatitis. Thus it is believed that the mortality of infected hepatocytes is 
primarily a result of attack by cytotoxic T cells, although other immune 
responses may also play a role [l, 241. This view is supported by the 
results of Marchuk et al. [22], who constructed a complex mathematical 
model of the immune responses against HBV in the acute case. 

The HBs antigen can be detected in infected hepatocytes even in the 
absence of active replication. It first appears in the blood l-10 weeks 
after infection (2-8 weeks before clinical hepatitis) and persists 
throughout the acute phase. The neutralizing antibodies directed against 
the surface antigen provide protection against reinfection but do not 
usually appear until 1-3 months after recovery [6]. However, l-10% of 
infected adults, 20-30% of infants, and 90% of neonates infected 
directly via the mother do not convert to anti-HBs, and it is these 
chronic carriers who have an elevated probability of eventually develop- 
ing PHC. The likelihood of progressing to a carrier state is higher in 
males and in immunodeficient patients. The initial appearance of 
HBsAg is closely followed by that of HBeAg, the presence of which is 
associated with active viral replication and high infectivity. Sero- 
conversion to anti-HBe correlates with a reduction in viral replication 
and low infectivity. Unlike anti-HBs, anti-HBe is not neutralizing, and 
its presence does not necessarily confer a good prognosis. The chronic 
state in which seroconversion to anti-HBe occurs is usually asymp- 
tomatic, and that in which seroconversion does not occur is usually 
symptomatic [15, 271. Cases where the asymptomatic situation has 
spontaneously reactivated to an HBeAg-positive state have also been 
observed [5, 141. The HBc antigen is present inside the viral particle and 
in free core particles in the nuclei of infected hepatocytes, but it is not 
found free in sera. Antibodies directed against the HBc antigen can be 
detected shortly after the appearance of HBsAg and HBeAg and are 
nonprotective [191. 

The mechanism by which infection by the hepatitis B virus promotes 
the pathogenesis of PHC is not well understood [3, 11, 16, 17, 311. It is 
observed that cancerous cells do not generally contain HBsAg and that 
HBV DNA can be found integrated into the genomes of both tumor 
and nontumor cells of patients with PHC [7]. Kim et al. [18] observed a 
link between expression of the viral. HBx gene and the development of 
liver cancer in transgenic mice. In addition they noted that HBxAg is 
found in only a subset of hepatocytes, speculated to relate to a specific 
state of cell differentiation. Among others to consider the possible role 
that the state of differentiation may have on the outcome of infection 
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by HBV were London and Blumberg [20], who put forward a cellular 
model developed to explain the events leading to the pathogenesis of 
PHC. The analysis presented in this paper is based on their model. 

The London- Blumberg Model. The fundamental hypothesis of this 
model is that the liver consists of two subsets of hepatocytes in different 
states of differentiation that respond in significantly contrasting ways to 
infection by the virus. The less mature, undifferentiated cells have been 
termed R cells (“resistant” to viral replication), and the more mature, 
more differentiated cells have been termed S cells (“susceptible” to 
viral replication). This hypothesis implies that the R cells are not only 
able to divide further but can also differentiate into either R cells or S 
cells, whereas the S cells will have only a limited capacity for division 
and can only produce more S cells. Hence we expect the proportion of S 
cells to gradually increase with increasing age, from a liver composed 
principally of R cells in the fetus and the newborn to one dominated by 
S cells in the adult. It is suggested that integration of HBV DNA into 
the genome of infected cells can alter gene expression, which, combined 
with the increased cell proliferation in the chronic case, may eventually 
lead to the development of PHC. It is also supposed that phenotypic 
transformation means that infected R cells can no longer differentiate 
into S cells. To the basic hypothesis are added various assumptions 
about the behavior of the respective cell types upon infection, the 
principal of these being, as their names describe, that the level of active 
replication is high in S cells but limited in R cells. London and 
Blumberg added further assumptions, such as that the infected S cells 
would have a greatly reduced survival probability compared to the 
infected R cells, but our results will show that although this is a possible 
situation it is not a necessary one for the working of the model. 

In a previous paper [25] we presented a simple dynamic system based 
on the London-Blumberg model that predicted well the age depen- 
dence of acute infection. However, the mathematical formulation did 
not include the ability of uninfected R cells to differentiate into S cells, 
and thus the long-term behavior could not be realistically described. In 
the current paper we analyze a model that includes the differentiation 
of R cells into S cells, and in addition we provide a fuller evaluation of 
suitable parameter values for the model and also consider the interpre- 
tation of the numerical results in more detail. 

2. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS 

2.1. THE EQUATIONS AND RELEVANT CONDITIONS 

Our mathematical formulation of the model consists of five ordinary 
differential equations describing the time-dependent dynamics of the 
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five variables R(t), s(t), R*(t), s*(t), and L’(t), which represent the 
concentration of uninfected R cells, uninfected S cells, infected R cells, 

infected S cells, and free virus, respectively. The equations are 

dR/dt = [(l- &)F(N) - j_~r] R - b,VR, (1) 

dS/dt = [G(N) - p2] S + EF( N) R - b,VS, (4 

dR*/dt=[F(N)-p.,]R*+b,VR-m,R*, (3) 

dS*/dt = [G(N) - p2]S* + b,VS - m2S*, (4) 

dV/dt=h,R*+h,S*-(b,R+b,S)V-nV, (5) 

where N = R + S + R* + S* is the total cell density at time t. The 
natural growth rates (cell division) of the R and S cells are represented 
by F(N) and G(N), respectively, where, in order to make the growth 
rates density-limited, we choose F and G to be monotonically decreas- 
ing functions of N. Since the model requires that uninfected R cells 
(but not infected R cells) can differentiate into either R cells or S cells, 
we use the parameter .s to represent the proportion of the dividing R 
cells that differentiate into S cells. The natural mortality rates of the R 
and S cells are given by the coefficients CL, and pu,, respectively. The R 
cells are infected by the virus at a rate b,VR, and S cells at a rate b,VS. 
The shortened survival probability of infected cells is represented by the 
terms with coefficients m, and m2 for the infected R and infected S 
cells, respectively, and the replicative ability of the virus in each cell 
type by the terms with coefficients h, and h,, respectively. The natural 
degeneration of the virus when outside the cells is represented by the 
term with coefficient n. All of the parameters are positive. 

One of the assumptions of the model is that the rate of active 
replication of the virus is far higher in S cells than in R cells, that is, 
that 

h, ==sz h,. (6) 

We will show later that this is also a necessary condition. Note, 
however, that at this point we are not yet making any assumptions about 
the relative magnitudes of m, and m2, or of b, and b,. 

Without loss of generality we take the cell and virus concentrations 
to be scaled such that in the uninfected system the total cell concentra- 
tion is N = 1. This is done by setting 

F(1) = ~1, (7) 
G(l) = ~2. (8) 
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Thus our initial conditions can be written 

R(0) + S(0) = 1, R*(O) = 0 = s*(o), V(0) > 0. (9) 

In our model we are assuming that the S cells are more fully 
differentiated hepatocytes than are the R cells. We therefore expect the 
R cells to possess a much greater capacity for cell division than the S 
cells and also to have a greater ability to respond to any situation 
requiring an elevated replication rate. That is, we expect that 

G(N) <F(N) (10) 

and 

IG’I -==K IF’I, (11) 

where F’ and G’ represent dF/dN and dG/ dN, respectively. Now 
consider the rate of change of the total number of cells 

dN dR dS dR* dS* -= 
dt dt+dt+ dt +dt 

=[F(N)-p,](R+R*)+[G(N)-pJ(S+S*)-TYQR*-m,S*. 

(12) 

We know that F(N) and G(N) are monotonically decreasing functions, 
and thus, because of conditions (7) and (8), we have that for all time 
while the system is infected, N < 1. Combining this with conditions (10) 
and (11) we can see that under most circumstances we will have that 

O<G(N)-E_L~~F(N)-P~. (13) 

Biologically this is saying that the net reproductive rate for R cells will 
be much faster than for S cells. Thus henceforth we assume that 

[G(N)-/+] -0, (14) 

that is, that the S cells effectively have no significant capacity for 
further cell division. Given that (14) holds, there are only three possible 
steady states. These are (i> uninfected, with only S cells present; (ii) 
saturated by infected R cells; and (iii) all cell species coexisting. 

In the following subsections we consider the role that each of these 
situations plays in the pathogenesis of the disease. 
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2.2. INVASION CRITERIA AND THE UNINFECTED STATE 

The only steady state that has no virus present is S = 1, R = R* = 
S* = 0, I/ = 0. However, it is more helpful to consider the dynamics of 
the system in relation to the general uninfected case 

R,+S,=l, R*,=O=S:, V” = 0, (15) 

where the subscript U denotes the uninfected situation. We already 
know that the system is always restricted within the N < 1 subspace. 
R, + S, = 1 is a face of this subspace and contains the S = 1, R = 0 
steady state. We want to know the dynamics of the system with respect 
to the R, + S, = 1 face; we refer to movement toward the face as 
“attraction” and movement away from it as “repulsion.” To investigate 
the behavior of the system in the vicinity of the uninfected state, that is, 
with respect to the R, + S, = 1 face, we consider the region for which 

R* = r*, s* = s*, v= v, (16) 

where r*, s*, and v are small. Substituting these into Equations (31~(5) 
and applying conditions (15) and also (7) and (8) gives the linearized 
equations 

dr*/dt = b,R,v - mlr*, (17) 

ds*/dt = b,S,v - QS*, (18) 

dv/dt=h,r*+h,s*-(b,RU + b,S, +n)v. (19) 

If we look for solutions with r*, s*, and u proportional to e”‘, we obtain 
the matrix equation 

A+m, 0 - b,R” r* 0 
0 A+m, - b,Su 

-h, -h, A+ b,R, + b,S, + n )i 1 ii 
s* = 0 , (20) 
v 0 

the solvability condition for which is the cubic 

A3 + X2a + AC + d = 0, 

where 

(21) 

a=m,+m,+n+b,R,+b,S,, 

c=m,m,+(m,+m,)(n+b,R,+b,S,)-(blhlRu+b~h,Su), 

d = m1m2(n + b,R, + b,S,) -(mzb,h,R, + m,b,h,S,). 
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It can easily be shown that if d > 0 then c > 0 and also that UC > d. 

Thus the behavior will depend only on the sign of d. There will be 
attraction toward the R, + S, = 1 face if and only if d > 0. This can be 
more conveniently written in terms of a critical concentration of unin- 
fected S cells, S,, where 

n - b(h, /m, - 1) 
Sc=b,(h,/m*-l)-b,(h,/m,-l). 

There are two cases. 
Case A: 

(22) 

(23) 

There will be attraction toward the uninfected state if 0 < S, < S,. 
Case B: 

(24) 

In this case the condition for attraction is 1 > S, > S,. 
If there is attraction, then we will need to consider the behavior 

within the R, + S, = 1 face. To do this we use Equations (1) and (2) 
with V = 0: 

dR/dt=[F(N)-p,]R-cF(N)R, (25) 

dS/dt=[G(N)-p&S+&+V)R. (26) 

F(N) and G(N) are both monotonically decreasing functions of N, and 
thus, by adding (25) to (26) and using conditions (7) and (8), we can see 
that the total cell density will converge to N = 1. Hence Equations (25) 
and (26) will reduce to 

dR/dt = - .qqR, 

dS/dt = E/J, R. 

(27) 

(28) 

The solution of these equations is 

R = R(O)e-&FL”, 

S = 1- R(0)epcpI’, 

(29) 

(30) 
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where R(0) is the concentration of uninfected R cells apparent when 
the system approaches the uninfected state. This result can now be used 
to interpret conditions (23) and (24). 

For case A, 
l If S, < S, < 1, then invasion (i.e., an increase in viral concentra- 

tion) will always occur [S, = S(O)]. 
l If 0 < S, < S, < 1, then initially there is stability with respect to the 

R, + S, = 1 face. However, within the vicinity of the face S increases 
according to Equation (30) until eventually S, < S. Mathematically the 
R, + S, = 1 face is never reached, only being approached asymptoti- 
cally, so that when S once again becomes larger than S, there will 
always be some very small amount of virus left, and invasion will occur, 
apparently spontaneously. Biologically, however, it is possible that the 
virus could completely disappear (approximately when the concentra- 
tion becomes equivalent to less than one virus particle) while S is still 
smaller than S,, and so complete recovery could occur. In such a case, 
when we do return to the S, < S region, invasion will not occur 
spontaneously, but the system will be vulnerable to reinfection. 

l If 1 < S,, then invasion can never occur (the system is “immune”). 
For case B, 
l If S, < S, < 1, then there will be stability with respect to the 

R, + S, = 1 face, and this will be unchanged by any increase in S. Thus 
the virus is unable to establish an infection. 

l If 0 < S, < Sc < 1, then invasion will usually occur. There is a 
possibility that if initially S is close to S,, and if invasion does not 
progress very fast (i.e., if the system remains in the vicinity of the 
uninfected state for a sufficient length of time), then S can become 
larger than S, and recovery will occur. 

l If 1 < S,, then invasion will always occur. 
Although these cover all the mathematical possibilities, we can derive 

heuristically a more practical and simpler invasion criterion. 
Production of free virus will be supported predominantly by either 

infected R cells or infected S cells. If the virus is produced predomi- 
nantly by infected R cells, then, since h, K h,, the rate of invasion will 
be far slower than if it were produced predominantly by infected S cells. 
This means that we are likely to remain in the vicinity of the uninfected 
state for sufficient time that S will increase enough for us to move 
either into a regime in which the virus is produced predominantly by 
infected S cells-whereupon (because h, -=x h,) the rate of invasion will 
increase dramatically-or into an area where there is attraction toward 
the uninfected state-whereupon the disease will be wiped out. Hence 
the important invasion behavior will be controlled by the S cells and will 
occur in the region for which h, R* -=c h,S*, that is, in the region for 
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dV 
dt = h,S* -( b,R, + b,S, + n)V. (31) 

It is biologically reasonable to assume that the rate of change in the 
viral concentration will be far faster than that of the various cell 
concentrations (i.e., the dV/dt equation is “stiff”), and therefore we 
can make a pseudo-steady-state hypothesis for V. That is, we let 

V = h,S*/n (32) 

(where we have also assumed that b,, b, ec n>. Substituting this into 
Equation (4) and applying (14) gives 

(33) 

Hence, we have, as a rule of thumb, that in the vicinity of the 
uninfected state, 

l If S, < S, then invasion will occur. 
l If S < S,, then invasion will not occur or will be delayed (i.e., will 

be very slow) until such time as S, < S, where 

S, = m,n/b,h,. (34) 

The role of S, and S, in determining the initial invasion behavior is 
depicted in Figure la and lb. 

2.3. SATURATION BY INFECTED R CELLS 

The equilibrium conditions for saturation by infected R cells are 

R, = S, = S; = 0, V,n=h,R;, F, = Al+ m,, (35) 

where F, = F( NE 1. 
We consider the effect of small perturbations to the system in the 

vicinity of the steady state by defining 

R=R,+r, s=s,+s, 

R*=Rgtr*, s* = s; + s*, 

v= v, + I’, 

(36a) 

(36b) 

(36c) 
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immune 

DeaLh rate of free virus, II 

(b) 

FIG. 1. Behavior in the vicinity of the uninfected state. (a) Case A, which is 
characterized by b,(h, /m, - 1) < b,(h, /m2 - 1); (b) case B, which is characterized 
by b,(h, /m, - 1) > b,(h, /m2 - 1). Dashed lines correspond to S = S,; dotted 
lines, to S = S,. If the invasion is slow‘(i.e., supported predominantly by infected R 
cells) the system remains near the uninfected state, with R + S = 1, and S increases 
as a result of the differentiation of R cells into S cells. Eventually either the invasion 
becomes fast (i.e., supported predominantly by infected S cells) or the viral popula- 
tion dies out and the system becomes immune to further infection. 
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where r, s, r*, s*, and u are small. Substituting these into Equations 
(11-X.5) and using conditions (3.5) and also (14) gives the linearized 
system 

dr/dt = (m, - b,V, - sF,)r, (37) 

ds/dt = cFEr - b,V,s, (38) 

dr*/dt = b,V,r + FkR*,( r + s + r* + s*), (39) 

ds*/dt = b,V,s - m2s*, (40) 

dr!/dt = h,r* + h2s* - VE( b,r + b2s) - nc’, (41) 

where 

dF 
Fk =m N=N,’ 

Note that the dr/dt equation decouples from the others, and also that 
if r -+ 0, then s, s*, r*, u + 0, and so the stability is determined solely by 
the dr/dt equation. Since we expect that RE = 1, and thus VE = h, /n, 
there will be stability if and only if 

(42) 

2.4. OSCILLATIONS 

We expect that oscillations may occur in the following way. If the 
proportion of uninfected S cells is large enough (S > S,), then invasion 
can occur. The multiplication of the virus and the spread of infection 
causes the number of susceptible S cells to drop rapidly until such time 
as there are no longer enough uninfected S cells LS < S,) to support 
further viral replication, whereupon the number of infected cells and 
the level of free virus will start to fall. However, once the disease starts 
to recede, the liver will return to a situation similar to that for an 
uninfected person (although with a low-lying level of virus present), and 
thus, because of the differentiation of R cells into S cells, the propor- 
tion of uninfected S cells will start to rise again. Given time, this 
proportion will eventually become large enough (S > S,) that the liver 
will once more be able to support viral replication, and if there is any 
virus still present then it will start to remultiply and the cycle will begin 
again. If such a cycle is damped, then it will settle down to a steady state 
in which all of the cell species are present, with the equilibrium level of 
uninfected S cells being approximately equal to, but slightly less than, 
S,. A phase portrait of a numerical example exhibiting this kind of 
behavior is given in Figure 2. 
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Infected S cells 

FIG. 2. Phase portrait demonstrating oscillatory behavior. This phase portrait was 
obtained using the same data as Figures 4 and 9. For clarity, only the concentrations 
of S cells are represented. When S > S,, the virus invades and the number of 
infected cells increases, the number of uninfected cells falling proportionally. When 
S drops lower than S,, the disease recedes until the liver returns to a situation close 
to the uninfected case, whereupon the differentiation of R cells into S cells causes 
the proportion of uninfected S cells to begin to rise again. Eventually S becomes 
greater than S, and the cycle starts once more. 

We can demonstrate the existence of such oscillations for the situa- 
tion when RE is small and postulate that by continuity arguments they 
may also exist for Rg not small. In this case RE small is taken to mean 
that in the vicinity of the steady state we can take 

(43) 

and 

R+S=l. (44) 

Applying the pseudo-steady-state hypothesis to V, as given in (321, we 
can thus rewrite Equations (2) and (4) in the form 

b,h, g = &F,(l- S) - nSS* (45) 
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dS* b,h, p= 
dt n -SS* - m2S*, (46) 

where we have also assumed that F(N) = F,. The equilibrium values of 
S and S* are 

S, = m,n/b,h, ( = S,), S2j =(l-S,)cFE/m2. (47) 

Considering small perturbations about this steady state gives us the 
linearized system 

ds 
z=- 

ds* SE -zz 
dt m,S,s- 

(48) 

(49) 

We look for solutions with s and s* proportional to e”. Substituting 
into (48) and (49) gives the matrix equation 

A + &FE + m,SE /SE 

i - 

m2 

m,Sg /SE h 

The solvability condition for this is 

A+ &FE f m,SE /SE m2 

- m2SE /SE h = 0, 

(50) 

(51) 

the solution for which is 

A,, A, = - &FE /2S, k {( cFE /S,)2-4sF,m2R, /S,}“2/2. (52) 

Oscillations will occur if the eigenvalues have an imaginary component. 
This will be the case if 

(EF,/S~)~ <4cF,m,R,/S,. (53) 

We show later [Section 2.6fl that for an acute attack with Rg small we 
must have sF, e m2. Thus we have that 

A, > A, = - &FE /2S, -t i{ cF,m, R, /SE}“l, (54) 
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and damped oscillations will occur. The period of these oscillations is 

T osc = 2+, /cF,m,R, . (55) 

2.5. DEVELOPMENT OF PHC 

One of the fundamental assumptions of the London-Blumberg model 
is that persistent infection of R cells coincides with an increase in the 
probability of the patient developing PHC. This is conjectured to be 
both because of the increased rate of cell division induced by the death 
of infected S cells in the chronic case and because of a phenotypic 
transformation in the infected R cells. If we let q represent the 
probability that any single division of an infected R cell will lead to such 
a transformation, then the probability of at least one relevant transfor- 
mation occurring during a small time interval 6t is given by 

p(t)Gt=l-(l-q)““, (56) 

where z(t) = F(N(t))R*(t)C,,, 6t is the number of cell divisions occur- 
ring in the interval at, and C,,, is the total number of hepatocytes in 
the liver. Similarly, the cumulative probability of at least one transfor- 
mation having occurred by time t is 

P(t) =1-(1-q)=“‘, (57) 

where Z(t) = I,‘F(N(t’))R*(t’)C,,,dt’ is the cumulative number of cell 
divisions by time t. Using the binomial expansion we can write 

p(t)St=qz-$z(z-1)+ a**. (58) 

We expect that qz -=x 1, and so we drop the higher order terms to leave 

p(t)& =qz. (59) 

Biologically this says that the probability of any particular replication 
leading to a relevant transformation is so small that we can effectively 
neglect the possibility of more than one transformation occurring dur- 
ing the interval 6t. Assuming that q will remain approximately con- 
stant, we thus have that, to order qz, 

p(t)6t a F(N(t))R*(t)Gt. (60) 
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This is a more convenient quantity to consider than the cumulative 
probability p(t), since it does not require an explicit knowledge of q. 

2.6. PARAMETERS 

We can use clinically observable quantities to restrict the possible 
parameter values used in our model. A generalized description of acute 
infection using data summarized from various sources is given in 
Marchuk et al. [221. 

(a) Viral Concentrations 

Minimum Viral Concentration. Our mathematical formulation is a 
continuum approximation of a discrete system. If the viral concentration 
falls low enough, then this approximation ceases to be valid and a 
discrete stochastic model becomes applicable. However, for our pur- 
poses it is adequate to say that there will be a minimum concentration 
of free virus, I/cutoff say, beneath which the virus can be considered to 
have disappeared. We will take this to be that concentration for which 
the equivalent number of particles is unity (i.e., one particle per liver). 
Thus we will take it to be that 

If V < Vcutoff, then V = 0, (61) 

where Kuto~ = l/C,,,. For an adult, Ctot, the total number of hepato- 
cytes in the liver, is in the region of 5 x 10”’ [22]. 

The Chronic Case. In the chronic case where PHC is seen to 
develop, which we are associating with a predominance of infected R 
cells, the concentration of free virus falls with time, sometimes dropping 
so low as to become negligible. In our model this is possible only if 

h, -K h,. (62) 

This agrees with assumption (6). From condition (35) we can see that 
the equilibrium level of free virus concentration in the case with 
saturation by infected R cells is 

Kit = h, /n. (63) 

Maximum Viral Concentration. The maximum free virus concentra- 
tion will occur when the spread of infection is dominated by infected S 
cells. Letting the peak concentration of infected S cells be Sz,,, we thus 
have that 
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It is observed clinically that the concentration of particles of HBsAg 
typically peaks at around 5 x lo’* particles per liver [4]. Marchuk et al. 
[22] estimate the ratio of noninfectious 22-nm particles to complete viral 
particles to be in the region of 102-103. This gives a peak viral 
concentration equivalent to one viral particle for every one to ten 
hepatocytes <V,,, = 0.1-1.0). The peak proportion of infected cells in 
the acute case 120, 221 can range from 10% to 80% of the total number 
of hepatocytes. We will identify this as corresponding to the presence of 
infected S cells in our model (S&, = 0.1-0.8). Hence, by Equation (641, 
we require that h, /n - 1. 

(b) Natural Cell Mortality 

The life span of an uninfected mature hepatocyte is in the region of 
0.3-6 months. Thus the rate constant for the loss of uninfected S cells 
must be in the region of p2 = l/6-1/0.3 month-‘. From condition (10) 
we know that we require G(1) c F(1) and therefore that p2 < pl. 

Cc) Aging 

From Equation (27) we know that the time scale of the accumulation of 
S cells due to the differentiation of R cells is 

C@ N I/&P,. (65) 

This gives us a measure of the time scale of aging in the liver of an 
uninfected individual. 

(d) Incubation 

We know from Equation (33) that for an initial concentration of 
uninfected S cells of S(O), the eigenvalue of the initial invasion will be 

hi”v=(b2h2/n)[S(0)-S,], (66) 

where S, is given in (34). The exponent of the initial growth in viral 
concentration is typically around 4 month-’ [22]. For example, if 
S(O) - s* = 0.25, this would give us an estimate of b, = 15 month-‘. 
The time scale of invasion, Tin” - l/hi”“, is not the same as the 
incubation period, since the viral concentration has to increase by 
several orders of magnitude before clinical disease develops. Let V,,,,, 
be the initial concentration of free virus and I&,,, the concentration of 
free virus above which it is considered that clinical disease has begun. 
Thus the incubation period, Ti,c, will be the time taken for the viral 
concentration (approximately proportional to S*> to increase from V,,,,, 

to v,“,,,, and hence 

‘in, - Tinv ln( V,nset / V,tart). (67) 
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Since Equation (33) is based on a pseudo-steady-state hypothesis, V,,,,, 
will be smaller than k’(O), being the viral concentration apparent when 
the pseudo-steady-state hypothesis first becomes applicable. In acute 
disease the first nonspecific symptoms occur when the concentration of 
free virus is around 8 x lo6 particles/ml [22]-corresponding to Vonset 
N 0.03. For example, an estimate of I(,,,, = 10m6 would give us the 
observed incubation period for HBV of around 2-3 months. 

(e) Increased Mortality of Infected S Cells 

We shall hereafter refer to the total rate of cell death as the “damage,” 
which we define as 

D = m, R* + m2S*. (68) 

Note that this does not include the natural cell mortality, only the 
increased mortality resulting from infection by HBV. As discussed 
earlier, infection during an acute attack is supported predominantly by 
infected S cells, and thus whether or not we have an acute or a 
subclinical case will depend principally on m2. Following Marchuk et al. 
[22], we take the average life span of a hepatocyte containing actively 
replicating HBV to be in the region of 0.2 month; that is, for the acute 
case we will take m2 = 5 month- I. From Section 2.2 we know that 
invasion will occur only if S, < 1, and so we also require 

m2 < b,h, /n. (69) 

For the chronic case, which is typically subclinical, we expect the 
maximum damage, and thus m2, to be a couple of orders of magnitude 
smaller than in the acute case. 

(f) Increased Mortality of Infected R Cells 

Usually we expect the probability of developing PHC to be high in the 
chronic case but low for an acute case. From Section 2.5 we know that 
the instantaneous probability of a relevant phenotypic transformation 
occurring is approximately proportional to the concentration of infected 
R cells present, and thus in our mode1 we would expect the equilibrium 
level of infected R cells following an acute attack to be low (0 < RE -=K 1). 
For the steady state in which all cell types are present, the equilibrium 
conditions dR/dt = 0 and dR*/dt = 0 are satisfied when 

O=(F,-k,)R,-b,V,R,-&FE, 

O=(F,-p,)R~+b,V,R,-m,R*,. 

(70) 

(71) 
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Combining (70) and (71) and rearranging gives 

R; = b,T/, R, /{m, - ( &FE + b,l/,)}. 

43 

(72) 

In order to fulfill 0 < RE -K 1, we therefore require 

b,l/,R,+zm,-(sF,+b,V,). (73) 

The regime we are considering is the same as that in Section 2.4, and 
so we can replace V, = SEh, /n = sFEh2(1 - S,)/m,n to obtain the 
condition for the acute case to have a low likelihood of leading to PHC: 

b, l+R, 
l+ 7;-R,S CC m,. 

2 E 
(74) 

In the chronic case, where the development of PHC is more likely, we 
need RE to be large; therefore m, must be significantly smaller than 
for the acute case. 

Note that we expect that the higher level of viral replication in the 
infected S cells may attract a more potent immune response than that 
directed against the infected R cells. Coupled with Equation (74) this 
suggests that we may also expect to have &FE K m2 in the acute case, 
this being the condition that we used earlier in deriving Equation (54). 
In the chronic situation, where the immune response is much weaker, it 
may be that the component of m, and m2 attributable to the compro- 
mising of the host cell’s metabolism could be relatively larger (in 
comparison to the acute case>, and so the ratio m, /m, could be lower 
for the chronic case. 

(g) Period of Oscillations 

Substituting Tage and Tin” into Equation (55) gives an expression for the 
period of the oscillations described in the previous section: 

(75) 

This applies to the linear regime; for the nonlinear regime we may still 
expect that 

(76) 
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3. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

By combining the various results derived in the previous section we 
can deduce a suitable parameter set for use in a computer simulation of 
our model. The forms taken for F(N) and G(N) were F(N)=f, /(fi 
+ N’) and G(N) = g, /(g2 + N’>, where 

f, = 102, g, = 0.1; 

f2 = 1 .o, g, = 1 .o. 

Other qualitatively equivalent forms for F(N) and G(N) were also 
tried in the simulations, the results being similar to those presented 
here. The immune responses m, and m2 were varied for different runs 
of the simulation. The values used for the other parameters (1 time 
unit = 1 month) were 

6 =5.0x lo-“, n=1.5xlO”, 

Fr = 50, & = 0.5; 

h, = 0.02, h, = 2.0 x 10”; 

h, = 10, b, = 15 

This particular choice of parameter set gives the following predictions: 
T age = 3 years; Tii,, = 2-6 months; To,, a 8 months; average life span of 
uninfected S cell = 60 days; time taken for an R cell to divide = 15 h. 

The model equations (l)-(5) were integrated numerically using a 
variable-order, variable-step Gear method. This method is suitable for 
solving stiff systems of first-order ordinary differential equations. The 
“stiff’ part of the dynamics of our system is that short time scale during 
which the concentration of free virus changes rapidly-in comparison to 
the rate of change of the cell concentrations-before settling down to a 
pseudo-steady-state situation (hence the pseudo-steady-state assump- 
tion on V that we used earlier). The condition 

If v < Gaff ) then V = 0 

was included in the program, and a similar condition was applied to 
each of the cell species. The initial conditions used were for an 
uninfected system with a variable initial proportion of uninfected S cells 
[S(O) = S,], to which a small concentration of free virus [V(O) = 10m5] 
was added. Thus within the constraints of our parameter set we have 
three variables that we can change to represent the age-dependent 
conditions: m, and m,, the strengths of the immune responses against 
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the two types of infected cells, and S,, the proportion of uninfected S 
cells at the time of first infection. Using the above parameters we have 
S, = m2 /20.0, and therefore we expect that invasion will occur for 
S,, > m2 /20.0 (no invasion for m2 2 20.0). 

The plots obtained from the numerical simulations are divided into 
two groups: those showing mathematically distinct cases and those 
showing clinically distinct cases. The plots given in Figures 3-6 demon- 
strate the various mathematical situations. They give the cell concentra- 
tions as functions of time elapsed since first infection. Figures 7-12 
demonstrate the different clinical manifestations. They show only clini- 
cally important markers, these being I/ (the viral concentration), D (the 
“damage” as defined in the previous section), and F(N)R* [the replica- 
tion rate of infected R cells, which we are taking to be proportional to 
the instantaneous probability of developing PHC, as described in Equa- 
tion (60)]. No plot is given for the case when invasion by the virus does 
not occur. Figures 7-12 are all plotted with the same vertical scales. 

FIG. 3. Transient infection. m, = 1.1, m2 = 10.0, S, = 0.99. After the initial attack 
has passed, the viral concentration drops low enough for complete recovery to occur. 
Thereafter the differentiation of R cells into S cells increases the proportion of 
uninfected S cells. There is a temporary period of immunity while S < S,, but when 
S once more becomes larger than S,, the system becomes vulnerable to further 
infection. In the case given here, this occurs after approximately 2 years. 
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FIG. 4. Recurring infection. m, = 1.0, m2 = 6.0, S, = 0.6. This case is the same as 
that given in Figure 3, except that the virus never completely disappears. Thus when 
the differentiation of R cells into S cells causes S once again to become larger than 
S,, the remaining virus will reinvade. The cycle keeps occurring at smaller and 
smaller magnitudes until an equilibrium is obtained in which all cell types coexist, 
with S = S,. Once the equilibrium is reached, further invasion is not possible. The 
phase portrait for this example is given in Figure 2. 

5. DISCUSSION 

Models of HBV infection that are based on the existence of only one 
cell type and that approximate a constant immune response are not 
capable of demonstrating the wide variety of disease manifestations 
observed clinically. There are two possible ways to proceed: Either a 
time-dependent immune response must be invoked or a model involving 
more than one cell species must be used. The first route was chosen by 
Marchuk et al. [22] in their detailed model of antiviral immune re- 
sponses in the acute phase; the second route was taken by London and 
Blumberg [20] and is the basis of the model being analyzed in the 
present article. If a multispecies model is to be used, then ideally it 
would also include a time-dependent immune system; however, it is not 
only more practical to use the approximation of a constant immune 
response, it is also useful in clarifying the role that the multispecies 
hypothesis plays in determining the dynamic behavior of the infection. 
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FIG. 5. Passive infection followed by reactivation. m, = 0.2, m2 = 0.3, S, = 0.1. As 
in Figure 2, this case eventually settles down to an equilibrium in which all cell types 
coexist, although with a higher proportion of infected cells. The initial dynamics are, 
however, different. Following the incubation period, the system moves into the 
vicinity of the saturated case (Figure 6), which will appear as a quiet phase of 
subclinical chronic disease. After a number of years the system then breaks away, 
permanently, from this state and moves toward the more active equilibrium contain- 
ing all cell species, approaching by a series of damped oscillations. 

Our approach involves a comparison of mathematically derived pre- 
dictions and clinically observed data, the results being used to restrict 
the possible choice of parameter set for use in computer simulations of 
the model. The simulations demonstrated an unexpected variety of 
behavior (examples of the main, distinct outcomes of infection are 
depicted in Figures 7-12). It should be noted that the only differences 
in the setup for the different plots were in the magnitude of the 
increased mortality rates of the infected R and S cells (m, and mz> and 
in the proportion of S cells present at the time of infection (S,). All of 
the other parameters are the same for every plot; that is, all of the 
examples given are possible results of infection in the same individual. 
Varying the other parameters (to represent different individuals) allows 
further embellishment on the various cases noted here. 

In order to interpret the results obtained we followed three different 
markers: the concentration of free virus, which we expect to correlate 
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FIG. 6. Saturation by infected R cells. m, = 0.02, mz = 0.02, S, = 0.1. After the 
initial incubation period the system moves toward, and stays at, the stable steady 
state consisting of nothing but infected R cells. 

with the level of HBsAg detectable in the sera; the rate of increased cell 
mortality resulting from infection by the virus, which we have termed 
the “damage”; and the rate of multiplication of infected R cells, which 
in the London-Blumberg model is hypothesized to be related, cumula- 
tively, to the likelihood of developing PHC. One way of making an 
indirect estimate of the damage sustained by the liver would be to use 
the known correlation between the level of alanine aminotransferase 
(ALT) in the blood and the extent of hepatocyte degradation, although 
allowance must be made for the time lag between the death of the cell, 
its degeneration, and the appearance of ALT in the sera. 

In our analysis we identified a critical concentration of uninfected S 
cells, S,, that determines the initial susceptibility to invasion by the 
virus. S, is proportional to m2, the increased mortality of S cells 
resulting from infection, and thus we observe that the initial behavior 
depends only on the properties of the S cells, the rate of viral multipli- 
cation in the R cells being too slow to play a significant role at this 
point. If S,,, the proportion of uninfected S cells present at the time of 
infection, is greater than S,, then the liver will contain enough S cells 
to maintain the infection and invasion will occur; but if S,, < S,, then 
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FIG. 7. Transient subclinical infection. ml = 1.2, m2 = 16.0, S, = 0.99. Both this 
figure and Figure 8 demonstrate the behavior shown in Figure 3, the only difference 
being in their relative magnitudes. In the example shown here, both the maximum 
damage and the maximum concentration of free virus are so low that the disease 
may pass unnoticed. 

the overall rate of viral replication will be insufficient to sustain infec- 
tion and disease will be unable to take hold. If the immune response 
against the infected S cells is strong enough (S, > l), then invasion can 
never occur regardless of the proportion of uninfected S cells present. 

If the infection does take hold, then the spread of the virus will lead 
to the destruction of infected cells, most probably by cytotoxic T cells 
directed at those hepatocytes containing the virus. This death of in- 
fected cells stimulates the division of the R cells, which, being less 
mature and differentiated, are assumed to be capable of a more 
sustained and higher rate of cell division than the S cells. Thus the 
dying cells are replaced by R cells, which, according to the 
London-Blumberg model, are not able to sustain active replication of 
the virus, and eventually the number of remaining susceptible S cells 
available will be reduced enough (S < S,) that the overall level of viral 
replication will start to fall. Note that the selective advantage conferred 
on the R cells at this point is principally a result of their greater 
capacity for cell division rather than of any smaller survival probability 
of infected S cells resulting from their greater susceptibility to produc- 
tive infection. This means that all of the dynamic behavior presented 
here would still be apparent even if the immune responses against both 
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FIG. 8. Transient acute infection. m, = 1.1, m2 = 10.0, S, = 0.99. The behavior 
seen in this example is the same as in Figure 7 except that the maximum damage is 
much greater, being the largest of any of the plots. This will be the acute case in 
which the most severe clinical symptoms are observed. We interpret a fulminant case 
as simply being an even more extreme situation of the same behavior. Following 
recovery there is temporary immunity lasting approximately 2 years (see Figure 3). 

cell types were equal (m, = mz>. The severity of the damage caused to 
the liver during this first phase of the disease following incubation 
depends on two factors: the rate of cell destruction and its duration. 
The rate of cell destruction is related directly to the strength of the 
immune responses, whereas the duration depends on the proportion of 
S cells that must be lost before a positive rate of overall viral replication 
can no longer be sustained ( 2: S,) - S,>. Thus there is a payoff: If the 
immune responses against the infected hepatocytes are strong, then the 
disease will be over before any serious damage can occur (Figure 7); if 
the immune responses are weak, then the rate of damage will be small 
enough for the disease to remain subclinical, even though chronic 
infection may set in (Figure 12). Acute hepatitis occurs when the 
strength of the immune response lies between these two situations 
(Figure 8). We interpret fulminant hepatitis as being simply an extreme 
example of the acute case. 

Once the disease starts to recede, the level of infection will drop and 
the composition of the liver will return to something resembling that of 
an uninfected person, whereupon the differentiation of R cells into S 
cells will cause the proportion of uninfected S cells to begin to rise 
again. At this point there are two possible outcomes: If the level of 
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FIG. 9. Recurring attacks. m, = 1.0, m2 = 6.0, S, = 0.6. This case corresponds to 
the situation described in Figure 4. It is possible that between the first and second 
attacks, when the viral concentration is at its lowest, the patient may be diagnosed as 
having shown complete recovery. Thus this case may appear clinically in either of 
two forms: an acute attack followed by apparent recovery, followed by apparent 
reinfection, or an acute attack followed by subsequent increasingly mild bouts. The 
first may be wrongly interpreted as being a result of reinfection; the second may be 
wrongly interpreted as being a result either of a mutated strain of the original virus 
or of a reduction in the host’s immunological status. Although the infection is 
persistent, the equilibrium level of infected R cells is small, and consequently the 
probability of developing PHC will also be very low. Note that a form of protection is 
conferred: virus particles are present, but since further invasion is not possible, both 
the probability of developing PHC and the level of damage thereafter become 
restricted to a very low level. 

infection falls very low, then complete recovery can occur (Figures 3 and 
8); if, however, there is still some virus present when the proportion of 
uninfected S cells once again becomes larger than the critical value S,, 
then that virus will begin to remultiply and another attack will follow 
(Figures 2, 4, and 9). Th e c oice e h b tw een these two outcomes depends 
not on the properties of the S cells but on those of the R cells, for it is 
in the R cells that any remains of infection will reside once the initial 
active replication within the S cells has burned itself out. In the case 
where complete recovery occurs, there will be a period of temporary 
immunity lasting approximately until S > S,. In our model formulation 
the liver would thereafter be vulnerable to further infection, but it may 
be that in practice the delayed conversion to anti-HBs could bring 
about permanent immunity (by making S, > 1). Depending on whether 
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FIG. 10. Chronic active hepatitis. m, = 0.6, m2 = 1.6, S,, = 0.1. The behavior here 
is essentially the same as in Figure 9, although the initial attack is slightly milder. 
The main difference is that the overall level of infection in the final equilibrium is 
higher; the probability of developing PHC is no longer negligible, and the equilib- 
rium level of damage is also greater than in Figure 9, which we may possibly 
associate with cirrhosis of the liver. 

the concentration of free virus falls beneath the minimum measurable, 
the case where reinvasion does occur may be observed either as an 
example of apparent reinfection (Figure 9) or as another bout of the 
same infection (Figure 10). In Senegal, cases have been noted of 
patients who suffer two attacks separated by an interval of 2-3 years [4]; 
if this were an example of the dynamics depicted in Figure 9, then the 
interpretation of these cases as being a result of unrelated infections 
would be wrong. It is also possible that a wrong interpretation could be 
made of the clinical manifestation of the behavior shown in Figure 10, 
in that the resurgence of the disease may be incorrectly attributed to a 
mutated strain of the original virus or to a change in the immunological 
status of the patient. 

As already mentioned, it is the behavior of the infected R cells that 
will determine whether or not chronicity will occur. In our analysis we 
demonstrated that there must be an increase in the mortality rate of the 
R cells upon infection by the virus Cm, > 0); otherwise complete recov- 
ery would never be able to occur-but whether this is a result of 
immune responses or of the cytopathic effects of infection in the R cells 
is an open question. 
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FIG. 11. Asymptomatic chronic infection leading to PHC. m, = 0.2, m2 = 0.3, 
S, = 0.1. This is the case described in Figure 5. It is noted clinically that the absence 
of HBeAg in the chronic case usually coincides with low viral replication and low 
infectivity, and the presence of HBeAg, with high viral replication and high infectiv- 
ity. Thus we suggest that the increase in viral concentration after a period of low 
activity (in this case at 5 years after infection) corresponds to the situation where 
there is reactivation to an HBeAg-positive state following an asymptomatic phase. 
Obviously, if the period of low activity is longer than the life span of the patient, 
then the situation would appear to be permanently asymptomatic with no HBeAg 
present. The equilibrium level, and thus the replication rate, of infected R cells is 
high, so there is a relatively high probability of developing PHC. 

There are two different features that characterize the chronic state: 
the probability of the development of PHC and the level of active viral 
replication. Our analysis shows that the former depends on the proper- 
ties of the infected R cells and the latter on the properties of the 
infected S cells. If persistent infection does occur, then once the acute 
phase (or any set of repeated attacks) has passed, the proportion of 
uninfected S cells will settle down to a level approximately equal to, 
although possibly slightly less than, the critical value S,, the remainder 
of the liver being made up of R cells. According to the London-Blum- 
berg model, the integration of HBV DNA into the genome of the 
infected cells can lead to a phenotypic transformation that, when 
combined with the elevated rate of cell division in the chronic case, 
could be the basis for the pathogenesis of PHC. Thus the probability of 
a chronic carrier developing PHC depends on whether those R cells 
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FIG. 12. Symptomatic chronic infection leading to PHC. M, = 0.02, m, = 0.02, 
S, = 0.1. The example shown here corresponds to Figure 6. The stable steady state 
consists of nothing but infected R cells, so this is the case with the highest likelihood 
of developing PHC. During the first few years of disease, the concentration of virus 
is high, which we associate with the presence of HBeAg and a symptomatic 
condition. Note, however, that the level of damage is lower (subclinical) than in 
Figure 11 even though there is a higher concentration of free virus. 

present are predominantly infected or uninfected, and this in turn is 
determined by the magnitude of the additional death rate of R cells 
infected by the virus Cm,> (compare Figures 9-12). 

The chronic state in which there is little or no active viral replication 
(asymptomatic) is associated clinically with low infectivity and the pres- 
ence of anti-HBe. The chronic state with continued active replication 
(symptomatic) is associated with high infectivity and a failure to sero- 
convert to anti-HBe. In our model we find that the choice between 
these two possibilities is controlled by the level of the immune response 
against the infected S cells Cm,). If this is very low (Figure 12), then the 
infected S cells will only slowly be removed, and thus the level of active 
replication will remain high for some time and the disease will stay 
symptomatic; if it is higher (Figure 11, up to 5 years), then the infected 
S cells will quickly be destroyed, and there will be little remaining 
evidence of viral replication. Thus we expect that the mean age of 
HBeAg-positive patients should be lower than that of those who have 
seroconverted to anti-HBe. Realdi et al. [27] reported this to be the 
case. The asymptomatic condition can sometimes reactivate to a symp- 
tomatic HBeAg-positive state (Figure 11, from 5 years onward), as has 
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been observed by Davis et al. [5, 141, but more usually the asymptomatic 
phase will continue up until the time of the patient’s death. 

We derived an estimate for the period of the damped oscillations 
observed in Figures 9-11. We found that it is possible to express the 
period solely in terms of the time scale of the initial invasion and the 
time scale of the aging of the liver, and thus we might expect this 
estimate to be robust to variations in the mathematical formulation of 
the model. These oscillations add interesting variations to the behavior 
of the model, for without them we would not observe recurring attacks 
(Figure 9) or reactivation of an asymptomatic chronic state to an 
HBeAg-positive state (Figure ll)-both being possibilities not envis- 
aged in the original paper by London and Blumberg [20]. Such possible 
oscillatory behavior is a result of the interplay between the destruction 
of infected S cells, the greater multiplicative ability of the R cells, and 
the differentiation of uninfected R cells into uninfected S cells. The role 
that the critical value S, plays in these cycles can be seen in Figure 2. 

There are, of course, several factors that we have not been able to 
account for in our model, such as the difference in liver size between 
infants and adults and the rate of degeneration of necrotic cells, but we 
do not believe that these would influence our results significantly. Our 
formulation of the model also does not consider the possibility of 
superinfection-the infection of a hepatoqte by more than one viral 
particle. This could affect the overall dynamic behavior if the rate of 
HBsAg destruction were comparable with, or less than, the rate of cell 
infection (n G b,, b2). 

The major simplification in our model, however, is the approximation 
of the various immune responses as constant (this may be a reasonable 
approximation in the case of anti-HBs, which does not usually become 
detectable, if at all, until l-3 months after the acute phase)-and 
obviously reality could be more accurately mimicked if the dynamic 
effects of the immune system were to be included in the model. 
Nonetheless, despite the simplicity of our model we have found that it is 
able to demonstrate a wide variety of dynamical behavior, and it is 
interesting to note that we have been able to achieve results that reflect 
all of the main clinical outcomes of HBV infection without recourse to 
the use of time-dependent immune responses. 

It is well established that immunity against infection by HBV resides 
in the protective antibodies directed against the surface antigen, and it 
is also noted that anti-HBs is not usually detected until some months 
after recovery from the acute phase. Taken together, these two facts 
suggest that the mechanism by which the infection is initially subjugated 
cannot be the same as that by which the virus is eliminated. This is in 
agreement with the predictions of our analysis, in which the initial 
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subjugation of the disease is dependent principally on the properties of 
the S cells and the total elimination of virus is dependent only on the 
properties of the R cells. In addition, the dependence of the outcome of 
the disease on the age at first infection is accurately reflected by our 
model: Adults are more likely to have transient acute infection, and 
infants will be more prone to becoming subclinical carriers (Figures 
7-12 are given in order to decreasing age); HBeAg-positive chronic 
carriers are younger on average than those who are HBeAg-negative. 

Thus we can see that the behavior predicted by the London-Blum- 
berg model is in agreement with the clinically observed manifestations 
of infection by HBV. Our mathematical analysis has elucidated the 
roles that the different cell types play in the outcome of the disease, and 
we have also predicted behavior associated with recurring acute attacks 
and with reactivation to an HBeAg-positive chronic state, both of these 
being less common forms of behavior that have been noted in the 
literature. We believe that this level of agreement with clinical observa- 
tion could not be obtained by any model based solely on the time-de- 
pendent dynamics of the immune response against the virus. The 
presence of two species of hepatocyte with contrasting properties 
appears to be fundamental in explaining the pathogenesis of HBV 
infection. 
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